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The Energy transition
challenges in Germany

Source: Agora 2013
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Flow A and B
Export initiative for renewables ‐ renewables made in
Germany BMWi

Since 2002, funded by the BMWi
Aim: coordinate activities of institutions in Germany
For German companies – provide support for entering new markets
For international companies/ institutions – support identification of
partners
Indicators of Success: 86% have found new business partners

Provision of finance through DEG and KfW

International project and export finance
Private sector promotion in developing and emerging countries

Chamber of commerce AHK in countries

Support of companies in the country
Organization of workshops/ events to connect to sell technology in
the market
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Flow C

Companies use divers set of often unconventional
mechanisms to acquire knowledge
German situation

The early stages of RE technology development large amount of
medium sized manufacturers e.g. Fuhrländer, Vensys, etc…
Not big enough to export to international markets, and thus
found other ways to expand to these markets
Used licensing to enter into international markets and then
were even bought later
Example Goldwind China – acquired Vensys
Example Suzlon India – First licensing then acquisition of
manufacturers of different parts
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Supporting enabling
environments
Role of German based institutions esp. GIZ in supporting
country governments e.g. as technical experts in energy
ministries
Funding through national sources such as German
International Climate Initiative IKI or the Nama Facility
More than 80% of mitigation projects focus on mitigative
capacity
Focus on LEDS, NAMAs and private sector involvement

Globalization of energy transition and its technical and
market design challenges
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Energiewende learnings for
developing countries
Wind and Solar will likely play an important role world
wide low cost, abundance of potential
Early stages of development will likely be able to still
accommodate RE depending on interconnectivity
However as penetration increases, energy systems need
to be rethought fundamentally from what they are today
Flexibility options need to become important parts of
technology transfer demand side management, storage,
etc..
‐‐ Including lessons of the energy transition for proper
marked design early on can decrease problems in the
future
26/07/2014
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Technology transfer and
international mechanisms
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Clean Develoment
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Summary
Technology transfer needs to be go beyond simple transfer of
technological artefact
The build‐up of indigenous capacity is essential to technology
absorption
German companies have shown that TT can be very multifaceted,
ensuring that more complex knowledge is also transferred

Enabling environment development is at least as important as
technology transfer itself
There is a need to transfer the knowledge of the energy transition
globally to allow learning from the system change experience early
on

Barriers go well beyond the financing of the technological
artefact itself and differ largely by country

Multi faceted responses involving capacity buildings and policy
development both at the private and public level are needed –
financing alone will not do
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